TOPICS DISCUSSION
AIR TRAVEL

Student ‘A’

Discuss the questions below with your partner.

1. Do you like to travel by air? Why? / Why not?
2. Which do you prefer: a window seat or an aisle seat? Why?
3. When was the last time you travelled by air? Where did you fly to?
4. Would you like to be a pilot? Why? / Why not?
5. What do you hate most about flying? Why?
6. Compare business class and economy class.
7. Do you think air travel is safe? Why? / Why not?
8. Talk about the nearest airport where you live. Is it a good airport? Why? / Why not?
9. How are airplanes today different from airplanes sixty years ago?
10. How will airplanes be different in another 100 years?

TOPICS DISCUSSION
AIR TRAVEL

Student ‘B’

Discuss the questions below with your partner.

1. When was the last time you travelled by air? Where did you travel to?
2. Do you think air travel is safe? Why? / Why not?
3. How old were you the first time you travelled by air? Where did you fly to?
4. Would you like to be a flight attendant? Why? / Why not?
5. What do you enjoy most about flying? Why?
6. Compare travelling by plane and by train. How are they similar? / different?
7. Talk about an interesting experience you had while travelling on a plane.
8. What do you know about the first airplane that was invented?
9. Imagine there are no airplanes. How would our lives be different?
10. Where would you like to fly to next? Why?